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At AlterG, we are committed to proper scientific investigation of the potential clinical and athletic performance benefits of using our device. We are pleased to have multiple studies in clinically relevant areas currently underway by independent researchers, at highly reputable institutions in the U.S. and Internationally. Out of respect for the integrity of the scientific process, we will not cite specific authors or institutions until the studies have been published in peer-reviewed journals, presented at professional meetings, or until the author gives us permission. In the following sections, I will outline for you our published or presented research, present in aggregate format findings from studies already completed but not yet published, and a brief overview of planned studies and questions to be answered for the remainder of 2010, and extending beyond into 2011.

PREMARKETING STUDIES AND TECHNOLOGY VALIDATION

The concept of using advanced differential air pressure technology for weight support was originally conceived by Dr. Robert Whalen and Dr. Alan Hargens while they were studying the biomechanics of exercise in space as part of an effort to design effective exercise regimens for NASA's astronauts. AlterG has developed this concept into a technology for use in training and rehabilitation and developed a user-friendly platform with ergonomics and adjustability that suit an extraordinarily wide range of users.

The earliest published technology validation research was performed at the Palo Alto VA Medical Center:

Charles G Burgar, MD; Douglas Schwandt, MS; James Anderson, JEM; Robert Whalen, PhD; Gregory Breit, PhD; NASA-ARC: Differential Walking Assist: an inflatable walking support Rehabilitation R&D Center Progress Report, 1994.

This study demonstrated the effectiveness of lower body positive pressure and a flexible enclosure for reducing ground reaction force. The technology was effectively that of the AlterG without an enclosed treadmill. It also demonstrated nominal cardiovascular changes due to the positive pressure. In this early prototype, study participants were able to reduce body weight up to 74% with an average pressure of 45mm Hg.

Additional studies were performed for premarketing validation:

Ellie L. Buckley, MS PT; Charles G. Burgar, MD; Yang Cao, MB; and Douglas F. Schwandt, MS: Partial Body Weight Support Using Air Pressure: Safety and Unloading Second National Department of Veterans Affairs Rehabilitation Research and Development Conference Proceedings, 2000.

For this second investigation, a new fabric chamber was constructed and a treadmill was placed inside the chamber to provide exercise. The goal was to determine if subjects suffering from stable cardiovascular disease would demonstrate any ill effects or aberrant physiological response to exercise with body weight support. Walking with air pressure support proved to be subjectively comfortable and safe for subjects tested with medically stable cardiac, vascular and respiratory disorders. Intra-chamber pressures of less than 1.1 psi provided up to 75% body weight support with concomitant reduction in ground reaction force.


This study assessed the preliminary feasibility of lower body positive pressure exercise as a rehabilitation technique by examining its effects on gait mechanics and pain, postoperatively. Ground reaction forces for surgically treated and contralateral extremities were reduced 42% and 79% from normal body weight conditions when ambulating at 60% and 20% body weight, respectively. After meniscectomy, ambulatory knee range of motion decreased only at 20% body weight (37°), compared with normal body weight conditions (49°). Peak electromyographic activity of the biceps was maintained at all body weight conditions, whereas that of the vastus
medialis was reduced at 20% body weight. Pain relief was significant with lower body positive pressure ambulation after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. This study showed that lower body positive pressure exercise is effective at reducing ground reaction forces, while safely facilitating gait postoperatively.


While ambulating in LBPP at 3 mph (1.34 m/s), HR decreased significantly from 99±4 bpm in ambient pressure to 84±2 bpm at 50 mmHg LBPP (p<0.009). Blood pressure, brain oxygenation, blood flow velocity through the middle cerebral artery and head skin microvascular blood flow did not change significantly with LBPP. As allowed by LBPP, ambulating at 60% and 20% body weight (BW) decreased ground reaction force (GRF) (p<0.05), while knee and ankle sagittal ranges of motion remained unaffected. The study concludes that ambulating in LBPP has no adverse impact on the systemic and head cardiovascular parameters while producing significant unweighting and minimal alterations in gait kinematics. Many individuals exercising on the AlterG may have concurrent cardiovascular disease, and this study demonstrates safety in the cardiovascular profile.

PUBLISHED STUDIES ON REHABILITATION TOPICS UTILIZING THE ALTERG ANTI-GRAVITY TREADMILL*

Review articles or clinical studies are sometimes written on general topics in which the AlterG is utilized. These published articles further validate the AlterG as a highly effective rehabilitative modality in a wide variety of clinical settings.


Microfracture surgery requires a period of non-weightbearing or toe-touch weightbearing for several weeks, followed by progressive weightbearing. Phases are outlined in this rehabilitation protocol. Beginning in approximately week number 4 postoperative (termed the Transition Phase by the authors), and continuing on until full functional recovery, the AlterG may be used to provide safe protected increases in weightbearing, which promotes improvements in muscle control and function. This is an outstanding review of the science behind microfracture rehabilitation.

PUBLISHED STUDIES CONDUCTED ON THE ALTERG ANTI-GRAVITY TREADMILL®

These studies were performed at the lab of internationally renowned researcher Dr. Rodger Kram, and provide the foundation for the biomechanics of running and walking on the AlterG. They also show that for each individual a “metabolic prescription” can be achieved, thus maintaining metabolic load while reducing the ground reaction forces. The principles shown here can be applied to a wide variety of medical and athletic rehabilitation settings.


This study was performed at the University of Colorado, and validated several core biomechanical principles associated with usage of the AlterG:

• For any given running speed, weight support reduced metabolic demand by the runner
• For any given amount of weight support, metabolic demand can be increased by increasing running speed
• Ground reaction forces are reduced at all levels of weight support
• Surface EMG electrode activity shows that muscle firing patterns and gait mechanics are maintained for all levels of weight support and running speeds.
• The interaction of speed and weight on gross metabolic power is summarized as:
  \[ MP = 6.11BW + 2.29v - 2.65 \] (R² = 0.49)


This study uses similar methods to the running study by Dr. Grabowski referenced above but now focusing on individuals during walking. Proof of basic principles during walking is very important for the post-injury, post-operative, and other groups who would not be expected to run on the AlterG.

• At faster velocities, peak GRFs and metabolic demands were greater. In contrast, walking at lower BW attenuated peak GRFs, and reduced metabolic demand compared to normal weight walking.
• Many combinations of velocity and BW resulted in similar aerobic demands, yet walking faster with weight support lowered peak GRFs compared to normal weight walking.
• Manipulating velocity and weight support during walking with the AlterG may be a highly effective strategy for rehabilitation, recovery following surgery, and gait re-training.

**Studies Submitted for Publication, Under Editorial Review Process**


The purpose of this study is to investigate how lower extremity muscles are influenced by body weight (BW) support during running at different speeds. Participants (n=10, 24±2 yr, 1.75±0.12 m, 73.5±15.7 kg) ran at 100%, 115% and 125% of preferred speed at 100%, 90%, 80%, 70% and 60% of BW on the AlterG. Electromyography data were recorded from the biceps femoris, rectus femoris, tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius for each condition along with knee angle. Average and root mean square EMG was calculated across 30-sec. Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to compare AVG and RMS across BW and speeds. Correlations were computed between the 100% speed-100% BW condition and all other conditions per muscle. There was no interaction between BW and speed (p>.05). AVG and RMS decreased as BW decreased for all muscles (p<.05) except for AVG gastrocnemius (p>.05) and increased across speeds for all muscles (p<.05) except for RMS biceps femoris (p>.05). Correlations for all muscles between conditions were high (range: 0.921-0.999). Reducing BW leads to a reduction in muscle activity with no changes in muscle activity patterns.

**The Following Studies Have Been Presented at National Meetings, but Not Yet Published**

Several studies were completed during 2009 and 2010, many of which have been presented at scientific meetings. These studies are either in the review process for journal publication, or have manuscripts that are being prepared for submission.

**Basic Science: Cardiovascular**

Evans, J., Shapiro, R., Moore, F.: Segmental Volume and Cardiovacular Responses to Changes in Body Position at Rest and During Walking Under Normal and Reduced Weight Conditions

Presented at Experimental Biology 2010, Anaheim, CA; and at International Society for Gravitational Physiology, Italy, June 2010.

The authors measured segmental fluid volumes (thorax, abdomen, upper thigh, lower leg), blood pressure, heart rate, and peripheral hemodynamics with lower body positive pressure support using the Alter-G. Goal was to simulate lunar (20%BW) and Martian (40%BW) environments. Seven male and 7 female healthy subjects were studied.

• Authors also measured pressure in mmHg at various body weight reductions for each subject. Pressure required will of course vary by subject’s weight and body mass, but roughly 30-40mm Hg pressure is needed for a 20% reduction in body weight.

• Fluid shifts from the legs to the abdomen and thorax with lower body positive pressure support. There was a slight increase in systolic blood pressure, no change in diastolic blood pressure, and slight decrease in heart rate, all of which can be expected with the fluid shift.

**Basic Science: Biomechanics**

Donaghe, H.E., Hoffman, M.D.: Exercise Responses During Partial Body-Weight Supported Treadmill Walking and Running in Healthy Individuals

Presented at ACSM annual meeting, June 2010, Baltimore, Maryland

Med Sci Sport Ex 42(5) Supplement S445, 2010

Twelve healthy individuals were studied, to determine if the relationships of heart rate (HR), rating of perceived effort (RPE) and GRFs with oxygen uptake (VO2) during treadmill exercise are altered by partial body-weight support via lower body positive pressure. Each subject (6 men, 6 women; mean±SD age = 45.1±12.6 years) completed graded submaximal exercise tests at 0%, 25% and 50% body-weight support. HR and blood pressure (BP) were measured after 3 min of standing. Then VO2, HR, RPE and GRFs were measured during each 4-min exercise stage. The protocol consisted of 4 walking stages, and running stages that continued until the subject reached an RPE of 13 (“somewhat hard”).

• Exercise HR does not need to be adjusted in order to achieve a given VO2 across different levels of partial body-weight support. Similarly, RPE does not need to be adjusted to achieve a given VO2 across different levels of partial body-weight support while running. 

• For walking up to 3.5mph: a 25% reduction in body weight requires approximately a half mile per hour increase in walking speed for the same VO2 (the exact number is closer to 0.6mph increase)

• for running up to 9mph: a 25% reduction in body weight requires a 3 mph increase in running speed for the same VO2

Eight experienced male runners were studied for vertical and horizontal ground reaction forces, surface EMG muscle activity, heart rate and perceived exertion. This study showed that maintained horizontal ground reaction forces are most likely responsible for the normal gait patterns seen with all levels of weight support.

- Vertical ground reaction forces are decreased with weight support but horizontal ground reaction forces are maintained, thus leading to normal gait patterns at all levels of support.
- Joint loads are reduced at the knee and ankle, with knee reduced slightly more than the ankle (data estimated).
- Surface EMG activity reveals reduced muscle contraction amplitudes with weight support, quadriceps and gastroc/soleus are reduced more than hamstrings and tibialis anterior.


Liebenberg, J., Scharf, J., Forrest, D., Dufek, J., Mercer, J.A.: Muscle Activity During Running at Reduced Body Weight (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) Presented at Southwest Meeting of ACSM, San Diego, October 2009

Three papers have been presented by members of Dr. John Mercer’s lab, demonstrating several important fundamental principles of running on the AlterG.

- Ground reaction forces are reduced for running with weight support.
- Running mechanics are maintained with weight support.
- Surface EMG activity reveals normal muscle firing patterns during running.
- Muscle EMG peak amplitude is decreased with reduced body weight but can be maintained with increased running speed.
- Pressure inside the AlterG does not change muscle firing patterns by itself.

Studies Currently Underway

Several studies have ongoing data collection. General topics and hypotheses/questions are presented below for reference. We will provide updates as the studies are completed, data presented, and the paper published.

Basic Science: Biomechanics

EMG running comparison of AlterG to Harness system

EMG running comparison of AlterG to Hydroworx® system

- Several studies comparing AlterG to harness suspension and pool running. What is the effect of the various systems on muscle firing patterns, gait patterns, muscle amplitude, joint reaction forces, etc.?
- Effects of weight support on stride length and stride rate during walking and running.

Basic Science: Cardiovascular

Segmental Volume and Cardiovascular Responses to Changes in Body Position at Rest and During Walking Under Normal and Reduced Weight Conditions

- What is the effect of lower body positive pressure on fluid volume shifts in the lower extremity, abdomen, and thorax?
- What is the effect of lower body positive pressure on cardiac output?
- What is the correlation between applied pressure and weight reduction?
- How are the above findings influenced by volume depletion with a diuretic?

Orthopaedics: Arthritis

Arthritis Gait Pain and Exercise Study

The effect of treadmill walking exercise with a partial reduction of body weight on knee osteoarthritis disease progression.
CLINICAL RESEARCH UPDATE

Nonsurgical management of knee osteoarthritis using the AlterG
- What is the effect of the AlterG on perceived pain levels during exercise for patients with knee osteoarthritis?
- Will patients with knee osteoarthritis choose to exercise more on the AlterG compared to other forms of exercise?
- What are the quality of life improvements for exercise on the AlterG?
- Prospective study comparing AlterG to conventional walking exercise. Does the AlterG lead to a reduced rate of osteoarthritis disease progression, reduction in biomarkers for osteoarthritis, and improved quality of life?
- Do individuals with osteoarthritis improve balance and stability compared to other forms of exercise?
- Does exercise on the AlterG lead to an increase in work productivity for young individuals with early knee osteoarthritis?

Athletic Performance

Comparison of AlterG to stretching and running in recovery from exercise induced muscle injury during strenuous running. Will runners recover faster from muscle injury with the AlterG?
Comparison of AlterG to stretching and cycling in recovery from exercise induced muscle injury during strenuous cycling. Will cyclists recover faster from muscle injury with the AlterG?
Do recovery runs on the AlterG lead to reductions in delayed onset muscle soreness?

Use of the AlterG Trainer as a Rehabilitative Device for the Improvement of Walking in Children with Spastic Diplegic Cerebral Palsy

Parkinson's Disease Randomized Clinical Trial
- Does exercise on the AlterG improve functional indices, fall risk, and quality of life for patients with mild to moderate Parkinson's Disease?
- Does exercise on the AlterG improve functional indices, fall risk, and quality of life for patients with acute and chronic stroke?
- Does exercise on the AlterG improve gait mechanics and ambulatory capacity for children with spastic diplegic cerebral palsy?
- Range of motion data for healthy subjects during walking were measured in the cerebral palsy study, and are roughly as follow:
  - Hip: flexion 0-15 degrees
  - Knee: flexion 0-35 degrees
  - Ankle: 10 degrees dorsiflexion to 10 degrees plantarflexion

Neurologic

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE

Comparison of AlterG to stretching and treadmill in recovery from downhill running muscle injury
Comparison of AlterG to stretching and cycling recovery from uphill cycling muscle injury

Effect of Reduced Body Weight Running on Footstrike Haemolysis
- Exercise induced anemia is a recognized problem in runners, particularly female runners, and many contributing factors are responsible for this. One such factor is heel strike haemolysis, which may have a cumulative effect over time for high mileage runners. The author hypothesizes that reduced body weight running will decrease the amount of heel strike haemolysis, and thus perhaps lead to lower rates of exercise induced anemia.

STUDIES PLANNED TO BEGIN

Going forward, new studies will be initiated in several clinical areas. Our focus will be to emphasize applications in core areas of orthopaedics, neurology, and obesity. We will of course continue to support the foundation research in basic science and athletic performance. We are pleased to note that researchers approach us often with many ideas for innovative studies designed to answer clinically relevant questions. The studies range from case reports designed to provide practical information, to long-term studies that will take several years to complete and yield very high quality results with high levels of evidence.

We encourage independent thinking and conduct of the research to minimize bias. Please note that many of these studies are in the early planning stages. Study protocols are being developed and IRB approval may not have been granted. We provide this information as reference, but cannot guarantee that the studies will be started or completed.

SPORTS MEDICINE: ALTERG USAGE IN THE ELITE ATHLETE FOR LOWER EXTREMITY REHABILITATION
- The AlterG is used extensively for rehabilitation in all intercollegiate athletes for more than two years at a major west coast university. The authors are embarking on a retrospective review of all their clinical conditions, protocols, and outcomes in which...
the AlterG was used for rehabilitation. The goal of the study is to compile a comprehensive listing of indications for AlterG use in the athlete.

ORTHOPAEDICS: REAL-TIME TELEMETRY DATA UTILIZING THE E-KNEE

- One of the world’s leading total knee arthroplasty surgeons has implanted 4 total knee replacements that include special load-bearing sensors embedded in the total knee replacements. The sensors allow these four patients to transmit real-time telemetry data on knee joint loading in a variety of activities.
- This study will commence in August 2010, and will provide objective data on actual knee joint unloading at various levels of body weight reduction on the AlterG.
- This one-of-a-kind data will be invaluable to clinicians and researchers designing rehabilitation protocols for use with the AlterG.
- Knee joint reaction forces with partial weight bearing will for the first time be compared to knee joint reaction forces with other activities such as full body weight walking, jogging, stair climbing, and stair descent.

ORTHOPAEDICS: TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY

- Evaluation of functional outcomes, pain scores, range of motion, gait, and satisfaction scores after total knee arthroplasty. Randomized, prospective studies have been proposed for the AlterG vs. conventional rehabilitation.
  - It is hypothesized that patients using the AlterG will have improved near term functional outcome, and decreased time off crutches/walker due to the patient’s ability to achieve pain relief from unweighting during ambulation training.

ORTHOPAEDICS: HIP ARTHROSCOPY

- Evaluation of functional outcomes, range of motion, gait, and bone density after hip arthroscopy for femoro-acetabular impingement. Randomized, prospective studies have been proposed to evaluate patients undergoing rehab with the AlterG vs. conventional methods.
- Evaluation of functional outcomes, range of motion, gait, and bone density after hip arthroscopy for labrum repair. Randomized, prospective studies have been proposed to evaluate patients undergoing rehab with the AlterG vs. conventional methods.

ORTHOPAEDICS: ACL RECONSTRUCTION

- A procedure in which the patient can be “weight bearing as tolerated” immediately after surgery, but typically chooses to use crutches for several weeks due to pain, stiffness, disuse atrophy, and muscle weakness is an opportunity in which the AlterG can be used very early. It is hypothesized that very early postoperative use will lead to improved near term functional outcomes, the ability for the patient to gain an early cardiovascular training effect, and faster return of running activity in a manner that is safe for the ACL graft. Randomized, prospective studies have been proposed to evaluate this concept.

OBESITY

- The overweight individual must deal with a number of issues that make exercise very difficult, such as poor cardiovascular conditioning at baseline, and presence of painful lower extremity joints due to osteoarthritis. Modalities such as aquatic therapy, bicycle, and full body weight walking are commonly recommended, in addition to nutritional modification and lifestyle changes. It is believed that the AlterG enables overweight individuals to exercise in ways they could not otherwise.
  - The ability to “feel what their body is like at a lower weight” is highly motivational
Unweighting allows them to exercise in a pain free range.

- Metabolic demand can be maintained even with unweighting by increasing walking speed.
- Randomized prospective studies are set to begin in the second half of 2010.

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE: CAN STRENGTH GAINS OCCUR FROM TRAINING ON THE ALTERG?

- It is common to see strength gains in the atrophied lower extremity that is undergoing rehabilitation after injury or surgery, but is it possible for an individual to actually increase strength above baseline through training on the AlterG? Are the conditions different for the injured vs. uninjured limb? This is a complex issue that will undergo investigation.

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE: CAN TRAINING ON THE ALTERG LEAD TO IMPROVEMENTS IN RUNNING SPEED FOR THE UNINJURED ATHLETE?

- “Overspeed training” is commonly performed by high-level runners on the AlterG, and anecdotal evidence suggests that competitive times are improved when traditional training is supplemented with the AlterG.
- The mechanisms behind overspeed training will be investigated.

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE: ALTERG VS. HARNESS EMG RUNNING COMPARISON

- Study beginning in July 2010, will compare running mechanics and EMG activity of lower extremity musculature.

SPORTS MEDICINE: ALTERG USAGE IN REHABILITATION DURING HEALING FOR LOWER EXTREMITY STRESS FRACTURES

- The AlterG allows the athlete with a lower extremity stress fracture to continue running with normal mechanics, unweight the injured extremity to avoid harmful stresses during healing, and to maintain cardiovascular fitness. The authors are beginning a prospective study to evaluate functional and cardiovascular outcomes in an elite athlete population.

CASE STUDIES AND CASE REPORTS


A highly motivated physician/runner successfully used AlterG training within one week of an acute lumbar disc herniation when he was experiencing considerable pain with unsupported walking and lower extremity weakness. He continued its use until he adequately improved to allow return to his regular over-ground running program. This case demonstrates how partial body-weight support can allow aggressive running training early after a lumbar disc injury when normal impact forces cannot be tolerated and when leg weakness is a limitation.


This case study examined the effects of a 14 wk walking program on one extremely obese (BMI 69.2) Caucasian 44 year-old female utilizing the AlterG Anti-Gravity Treadmill. At the conclusion of the study, exercise tolerance time increased 3-fold while caloric expenditure increased 10-fold without an increase in heart rate or perceived pain in her lower extremities. The participant demonstrated a 2.75% weight reduction, a decrease in upper body circumference measurements and lower extremity edema of her knees and ankles, and a 9.7% decrease in fasting blood glucose (102mg/dL). Overall, the AlterG Treadmill enabled the participant to exercise and walk pain-free at a distance, intensity level, and speed that she could not accomplish while walking on her own.

- Multiple clinical areas will be authored by recognized experts, and provide practical guidance to physical therapists, athletic trainers, and physicians. Planned target indications include:
  - Hip: nonsurgical osteoarthritis; primary total hip; revision total hip; arthroscopy for femoro-acetabular impingement; arthroscopy for labrum repair; femoral neck stress fracture
  - Femur: stress fracture; traumatic fracture
  - Knee: nonsurgical osteoarthritis; primary total knee replacement; revision total knee replacement; chondromalacia patella; other patellofemoral disorders; ACL reconstruction; articular cartilage procedures such as microfracture; meniscus repair; tibial plateau fracture
  - Leg: shin splint syndrome; stress fracture; traumatic fracture
  - Ankle and Foot: Achilles tendonitis; Achilles tendon repair; other tendonopathies; ankle ORIF for fracture; ankle sprain; plantar fasciitis; metatarsal stress fracture; diabetic foot
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